Flat Roof Guard Rail System #12060
- Capable of multiple applications including flat roofs, metal roofs, parapets, skylights, stairwells, and rake edges on steep pitched roofs
- Plate can be nailed, bolted or welded to virtually any mounting service; and if necessary left permanently
- System comes complete with all three parts (individual components available as well)
- The Connector (part #12022) features a key lock button
- Maximum spacing 8’ apart
- Complies with OSHA regulations
- Powder coated safety yellow

Vertical Guardrail System #12045
- Capable of multiple applications including metal roofs, parapets, skylights and stairwells
- Bracket can be screwed or bolted to virtually any vertical surface
- Maximum spacing 8’ apart
- Complies with OSHA regulations
- Powder coated safety yellow

Parapet Wall Guardrail System #12090 for Commercial Roofs
- Easily installed by one person without ladders or scaffolds from inside of parapet
- Parapet bracket weighs only 19lbs. fully assembled
- Guardrail post is always on inside of parapet wall to meet OSHA height regulations throughout its use
- Individual units can be moved without complete disassembly of units and guardrail posts
- Adjusts to wall width 4” to 24” -thumb screw tightened
- Now guard post is height adjustable to keep off the working surface
- Maximum spacing 8’ apart
- Tested in a lab to comply with OSHA regulations
- Powder coated safety yellow
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Residential Guardrail System #12070 & #12075

TWO BRACKETS; ONE SOLUTION

• #12070 For Eave Edge & #12075 for rake edge
• Installs and removes like roof brackets
• Interleaves with shingles
• Works on any pitch up to 16/12
• Tested in a lab to meet OSHA’s 2011 regulations
• Maximum spacing 8” apart
• Can be used in all phases of construction
• Powder coated safety yellow

All Guardrail Systems Use the Same Interchangeable Post

• Posts are available separately #12055
• Bases Only are available on All Systems (ie. #12045b, #12070b, #12090b, etc.)
• Mix and Match for Any Environment and Save

Utility Bracket #20100

• All-purpose 2x4 holder
• Create guardrail or warning lines
• Fits inside or outside of openings
• Powder coated safety yellow
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**Wall Scaffold Bracket #12048**
- Complies with OSHA regulations
- Optional Over the Plate Hanger (#12022)
- Creates safety perimeters on new construction
- Installs on all 4 sides or use End Fence Guardrail
- 42” Guardrail Posts
- Ideal for truss installation
- Optional Guardrail adapter and post (12056) for fall protection

**End Fence Guardrail #10140**
- Prevents workers from walking off end of scaffolding
- For use with scaffolding or pump jacks
- Base clamps to aluminum or wood plank
- Guardrail posts use regular 2x4’s
- Powder coated safety yellow

**X-Warning Line System #21000**
- Quick set up and take down
- Secure with jobsite materials
- Creates safety perimeters on commercial roofs
- Useful for ground applications as well
- 42” Posts for high visibility, grommet at 39”
- Set of four includes 130’ of warning flags
- Complies with OSHA regulations
- Powder coated safety yellow
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